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Question Notes/Comments

1. The amount of admissions throughout the Trust that 

tested positive for Coronavirus and the tests that were 

used, during the months of March and April 2020;

This is the total number of admissions where either a patient was positive 

on admission, or was subsequently tested with the result being positive.  

2. How many Coronavirus deaths were recorded 

throughout the Trust for the months of March and April 

2020 and how many of these were under the age of 70

This is the total number of admissions where either a patient was positive 

on admission, or was subsequently tested with the result being positive.  

3. What criteria were used for the Trust to determine a 

Coronavirus death
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4. The amount of respiratory admission deaths for 

March and April for the years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 

and 2020 including COVID-19 ICD-10 code.

Included are the number of patients that passed away while inpatients in 

March and April for the years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020. This data 

only includes patients that had either a primary diagnosis of a respiratory 

condition (all ICD-10 diagnosis codes in the "J" grouping), a primary or 

second diagnosis of U071, the ICD10 code for a positive result for COVID-

19, or a second diagnosis of: 

 - J17 Pneumonia in diseases classified elsewhere

 - J91 Pleural effusion in conditions classified elsewhere

 - J99 Respiratory disorders in diseases classified elsewhere

These three code groups classify respiratory conditions that have been 

caused by the presence of another disease. 

39 24 20 11 36 25 29 29 43 72

5. Admissions testing positive for any flu strain for 

March and April 2020

Question Notes/Comments

6. Overall deaths in the Trust for these same two 

months of March and April 2020

Included are the total number of patients that passed away while inpatients 

during March and April 2020.

Question Notes/Comments

7. How many Trust staff tested positive for Coronavirus 

during these two months, March and April 2020, and 

how many of those died 'from' (not 'with') the same 

virus

Included are staff members that were tested during March and April 2020

8. How many young people under the age of 12 tested 

positive for Coronavirus, and how many of those died 

'from' (not 'with') the same virus;

3 Patients and none of these died 3 Patients and none of these died

12 17

21 Staff members tested positive and none of these 

died

110 Staff members tested positive and none of these 

died

87 114

Question Notes/Comments
Response

The response to this question will be provided by Angie Leagate as the Performance and Information team would not to be able provide this information.
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147 375

Question Response

The Trust used extant national guidance for the reporting of COVID-19 deaths – namely, positive COVID-19 swabs and a compatible history


